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LSCs need
committment
from the top
Local school councils are a huge, messy undertaking.
Every two years, advocates need to beat the bushes for
candidates, and the School Board has to conduct elections
at some 600 schools. Winners then must undergo formal
training, while continuing to learn the most important
lessons on the job. Some complain that principals handpick council members. Others say parents don’t know
enough about education to make such important decisions about schools.
However, the problems that individual councils may
have are no different than those experienced by school
boards, condominium boards and other governance bodies. “Individuals in groups [charged with making decisions] operate in pretty much the same way,” author
Jasmine Martirossian, told CATALYST. While the horror
stories get widespread attention, a 1997 survey of LSCs by
the Consortium on Chicago School Research found that
more than half of councils had been able to carry out their
duties with little or no extra support.
That is not to say councils cannot work better. In some
places—failing schools, for instance—they must. In
reporting for this issue, CATALYST staff identified a number of ways to help councils and to intervene if help fails.
Most LSC members we talked to said they wanted more
teachers to sit on the council, which fits into the new
agenda of the Chicago Teachers Union. They also wanted
a personal trainer, of sorts, to advise them on principal
selection and budget planning. Advocates argue for setting up formal networking channels for councils to supplant a vacuum in LSC leadership.
Informed by experience, this city’s school reform community has figured out how to work smarter and now is
laying the groundwork to improve LSCs. A group of local
funders is pledging support to create a $1 million fund to
provide ongoing financial support for LSC elections and
training. One not-for-profit, the Chicago School Leadership Cooperative, wants to start a high-quality LSC training institute, and it recently received a grant to get it
going. Individual councils have lessons to share, too. For

example, forming subcommittees has helped the council
get more done at Blaine Elementary and bilingual minutes have broken the language barrier among council
members at Mireles Elementary.
Now it’s time for top school officials and their ultimate
boss, Mayor Richard M. Daley, to get fully on board. It’s
easy to sympathize with those like School Board President
Michael Scott who see larger issues, such as teacher contract negotiations and capital improvements, as higher
priorities. However, giving councils short shrift is a huge
waste of resources and a drag on school improvement.
Councils offer great potential to get parents involved with
schools and their children’s education, to make schools
robust centers of their communities and to generate more
political support for the school system. At a minimum, a
well-run council relieves the central administration of
having to worry about that school.
LSCs are really worth the effort.
NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND We are pleased to announce
that William L. Taylor, chair of the Citizens’ Commission
on Civil Rights and longtime legal champion of lowincome children, will be the featured speaker at a March
26 symposium on what the new federal education law
means for Chicago schools. Confirmed panelists are Barbara Eason-Watkins, CPS chief education officer; Deborah
Lynch, president of the Chicago Teachers Union; and Gail
Lieberman, manager of the Student and School Progress
Department of the Illinois State Board of Education.
The symposium is being organized by CATALYST and
Leadership for Quality Education; sponsors are the
McDougal Family Foundation and The Chicago Community Trust. It will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. at
a downtown location; check the CATALYST web site for
final arrangements, www.catalyst-chicago.org. Seats are
limited; reservations are required and may be made by
calling Ericka Moore-Freeman, (312) 673-3867 or emailing her at Moore-Freeman@catalyst-chicago.org. Let us
know what questions you have about the law, too.

CATALYST is made possible by grants from Bank One, BP Amoco, CNA Insurance Companies, The Chicago Community Trust, Lloyd A. Fry Foundation, IBM Corporation, The
Joyce Foundation, John D. & Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, McDougal Family Foundation, Oppenheimer Family Foundation, The Albert Pick, Jr. Fund, Polk Bros. Foundation, Prince Charitable Trusts and The Spencer Foundation, and by subscriptions and contributions from individual supporters.
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Growing up
Local leaders say it’s now or never
for LSCs. Will anyone help?

by Mario G. Ortiz

L

ocal school councils have had a
troubled childhood. Adored at
birth 13 years ago, they quickly fell into neglect as the
school system struggled for
financial stability and common purpose.
Then a stern stepfather, former schools
chief Paul Vallas, clipped their wings by
imposing more centralized control.
Now councils have entered their
teens, and many in Chicago’s broadbased school reform community believe
it’s time for them to grow up.
“It’s a pivotal time for the system ... to
embrace LSCs and work with them and
for LSCs to embrace the system,” says
Paul Goren, vice president of The
Spencer Foundation. “Or, it’s time to
rethink the model.”
Deborah Lynch, president of the
Chicago Teachers Union, says this year
the union is encouraging teachers to
run for council seats but that it is
rethinking its stance on councils, with
an eye to boosting teacher leadership in
schools. A CTU poll of 5,000 teachers last
fall found that nearly half of those surveyed were dissatisfied with their
schools’ councils.
“Teachers feel powerless,” Lynch
says. “They have very little say” about
instruction through their LSCs.
Goren and Lynch are among more
than 50 local leaders CATALYST interviewed to find out what it would take for
LSCs to grow into full-fledged partners
in school improvement. Their consensus: Still uncertain in using their powers
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and groping for answers, LSCs need
more support and strong leadership to
make the transition.
Indeed, none of those interviewed
call for an end to LSCs, although a few
would render them advisory, taking
away powers to hire principals, spend
discretionary budgets and approve
school improvement plans.
Even the least effective LSCs do a better job of connecting parents and community residents to their schools than
the old central administration model
did, says Harvard University researcher
Archon Fung.
“LSCs in lower-income neighborhoods often have a harder time functioning, but they’re much more
important in those neighborhoods,” he
says.
Most leaders CATALYST contacted
say LSCs need better training, candidate
recruitment support and dynamic leadership from the Board of Education.
(See story page 7.)
“The only way we can achieve the
goals we want to achieve is by having
strong local school councils,” says
schools chief Arne Duncan.
In recent years, the board has
increased the size of its LSC-related staff
and budget, but it could use more manpower and money, says James Deanes,
director of School and Community Relations.
In fact, the 2002 budget earmarks
$4.1 million for a staff of 23 to cover
training, election and mediation needs
for some 5,500 council members at 600
schools. Deanes says his department is
spread thin, and only a dozen staffers are
available to work directly with LSCs.

Meanwhile, those who serve on councils are frustrated by overwhelming
responsibilities, low visibility and lack of
recognition.
“We have power, but we don’t know
how to use it,” says Asunción Torres, a
parent rep at Farragut High School. Torres says politics have been a stumbling
block, and too many parents on her
council blindly follow the principal and
teachers. She probably will not run
again this spring. “I’m very discouraged.”
Councils also have suffered from bad
press and repeated clashes with former
CEO Vallas, says Anthony Bryk of the
Consortium on Chicago School
Research. “The only time you hear about
[LSCs] is when there’s a scandal,” he
explains. “But day in and day out, there
are thousands of people volunteering
innumerable hours helping their
schools, and hardly anyone acknowledges [them].”

Overriding councils
Riding a wave of accountability, Vallas
unilaterally intervened at troubled
schools, often removing and installing
principals and instituting measures that,
in effect, limited council choices in curriculum and principal selection and
retention.
In 1999, Vallas pushed state lawmakers to give central office veto power over
council decisions to retain principals.
Council advocates lobbied hard and
averted the measure, but principals did
win the right to appeal if they felt unfairly fired.

Vallas also engaged in a running war
of words with organized advocates of
LSCs. Together, the Vallas policies and
rhetoric cast a cloud over LSCs.
“Paul really felt that much of the
blame for poor performance lay at the
local level,” says Martin “Mike” Koldyke,
founder of the Golden Apple Foundation. “And yet, when he had an opportunity to intervene, he did it terribly.”
Since he was appointed last summer,

Duncan has taken steps toward mending
LSC-board relations. LSCs advocates
applaud him for opening the lines of
communication and meeting with them
one-on-one. Duncan was the featured
speaker at an event sponsored by Parents
United for Responsible Education
(PURE), a council advocacy group that
Vallas disparaged.
Duncan says intervening in council
decisions should be used only as a last

resort. “We’re committed to doing
everything we can to patch things up, to
stabilize things,” he says. “If we have to
step in, we’ll do that.”
Some high-ranking CPS officials still
consider LSCs an inconvenience, says
state Rep. Mary Lou Cowlishaw, (RNaperville), who helped shape LSC
training legislation in 1995. “There’s
resistance out there, [but] it’s not easy to
define,” she notes. “It tends to work in

Candidate recruitment off to (typically) slow start

A

MARIO ORTIZ

nother LSC election
founder of Designs for Change,
looms May 1 and 2,
says such late-inning efforts
and by the end of Febare almost certain to guaranruary, 3,486 people had signed
tee low sign-up. The wide gap
up to run for available 5,613
between the filing deadline
seats.
and the May elections will
Three days before the regisprobably mean low voter
tration deadline, CPS extended
turnout as well, he explains. In
it to April 3.
a letter, Moore asked the board
Low candidate sign-ups,
to push back the deadline to
though, are not unusual and
heighten interest.
the board has extended deadDespite Mayor Daley’s publines in the last two elections.
lic support, City Hall’s candiThe number of people running
date recruitment efforts are
for LSCs has declined each
slow to take off, too. The
election since the first one in
mayor encourages city work1989, when 17,256 candidates
ers to run for local councils,
ran. When elections were last
says Beverly J. Walker, the
held two years ago, 7,095 peomayor’s chief education aide.
ple ran, roughly the same ran
In previous elections, flyers
Schools chief Arne Duncan announces the board’s LSC election publicity
as in 1998.
and posters were circulated
campaign on Feb. 7 at Crane High School. With him, from left, are
“I’m not sure anybody’s figaround City Hall, but as of
Crane LSC members Cheryl Bolden and Kate Thomas, and Dean of
Students James Moss.
ured out how to reconnect
mid-February, Walker says, she
young parents, young people
had not seen any. “I haven’t
who aren’t connected to the schools,”
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the
seen anything, although that doesn’t
says Richard Laine of the Illinois BusiJoyce Foundation, the Woods Fund of
mean it’s not happening.”
ness Roundtable.
Chicago and the Annenberg Foundation.
Some local politicians say there’s no
And this year, there’s not much
At the Jan. 23 board meeting, School
energy behind recruitment efforts. “You
money for recruitment. For the LSC
Board President Michael Scott set an
need to do more than just post a sign on
elections in 2000, local funders gave
ambitious goal: recruiting 10,000 LSC
the school’s bulletin board that says,
organizers $430,000 towards grassroots
candidates or roughly two for every seat.
‘LSC elections three weeks from tomorrecruitment; this year, they contributed
Two weeks later, the board launched its
row,’” says 5th Ward Ald. Leslie Hairston
only $80,000, says Andrew Wade of the
candidate recruitment strategy, a mere
of Hyde Park.
Chicago School Leadership Cooperative.
19 days before the registration deadline.
James Deanes, who oversees LSC
Instead, local funders are pledging
Publicity would include ads posted on
elections as director of School and Commoney to build a $1.2 million LSC Fund
CTA buses and a public service commermunity Relations, counters that recruitthat would provide about $200,000 every
cial to run on the city’s cable channel.
ment efforts began as early as December,
two years for candidate recruitment and
Candidates often wait until the last
when posters were hung at schools. Last
council training, says Janet Knupp, presminute to register, and early recruitmonth, 100,000 flyers were distributed
ident of the Chicago Public Education
ment drives can backfire, Scott argues.
at Jewel grocery stores, he says.
Fund, which is managing the fund.
“You want people to get the message not
Mario G. Ortiz with reporting by CATThe entire endowment will be donattoo far in front [of the deadline].”
ALYST staff.
ed by four local funders: the John D. and
But council advocate Don Moore,
CATALYST CHICAGO/March 2002
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quiet and somewhat devious ways, but to
not recognize that it’s there is a failure
to be realistic.”
“There is a natural tension between
LSCs and CPS that needs to exist,” says
PURE Executive Director Julie Woestehoff. Even as relations between the two
sides warm, the board should maintain a
hands-off approach, she adds. “We have
different agendas, so CPS help should be
limited,” she explains. “CPS should only
provide information, and not have a
direct hand in local school business.”

Jumpstarting councils
Looking ahead, some say a heavy dose of
board commitment, money and support
is the only way that LSCs can grow into
full partnership with their schools.
While paying lip service to more support for LSCs, the board, so far, is unable
to articulate a clear plan for doing so.
Duncan suggests subdividing the six
regions as one way for the board to help
more councils.
School Board President Michael
Scott concedes teacher contract negotiations and capital improvements are
higher priorities. “Once we get these
[LSC] elections out of the way ... then I
think we’ll begin to take leadership.”

Don Moore of Designs for Change
says the new CPS leaders are making a
mistake by not acting immediately to
remedy long-standing LSC problems.
Some LSCs still complain that central
office staffers are interfering in their
work, he notes. “[Duncan and Scott]
been in there for 6 months, and they
haven’t taken control and changed this
behavior,” he says.
Secondly, the board should make
high-quality training a top priority,
especially for LSCs in low-income areas,
he adds.
Says Michael Klonsky of the Small
Schools Workshop: “People in lowincome communities are capable of
being good organizers and leaders, [but]
the schools need so much more work
and leadership.”
In February, The Community Trust
awarded a $200,000 grant to an LSC
advocacy group that plans to create an
advanced training and support center for
councils. “It’s great. It’s needed to happen for a while,” says Andrew Wade,
executive director of the Chicago School
Leadership Cooperative.
Overall, LSCs suffer from a leadership vacuum of their own, a void that
was exacerbated in 1999 when the
Chicago Association of Local School
Councils (CALSC) imploded after

months of infighting.
LSCs need a citywide association or a
central governing body to represent
them, says Phyllis Martin of the Financial Research and Advisory Committee
(FRAC). “It’s so dispersed,” she says.
“[CPS’ new leaders] don’t know who to
talk to or where to go.”
Nancy Jones of the Chicago Successful Schools Project says LSCs could also
use a formal network to tap the expertise
of veteran LSC members.
Working in isolation led Jeanne
Marie Schultz, a council member at
Edgebrook Elementary, to help to form a
coalition of 13 Northwest Side elementary schools four years ago. The Coalition for Excellence is an informal group
that exchanges information, advice and
support. It has been easier to get the
attention of legislators and CPS officials
on state funding and overcrowding
when they speak as a group instead of as
individual councils, she adds.
“It’s been very helpful to talk with the
other schools to see the other problems
they’re facing,” Schultz says. “It’s been a
tremendous resource for all of our
schools.”
CATALYST staff contributed to this
report. Comments may be emailed to
editorial@catalyst-chicago.org.

CTU backs stronger role for teachers

C

hicago Teachers Union President
Deborah Lynch is looking to give
teachers a bigger role in how
their schools are run and, for starters,
is backing a bill that takes a small step
in that direction.
Under the bill, the purpose of Professional Personnel Advisory Committees (PPACs) would be “to reach
optimal decisions jointly with the
principal and local school council on
matters of educational program.”
PPACs would become Professional
Personnel Leadership Committees.
Currently, PPACs are given only an
advisory role “on matters of educational program.” The committees, one
per school, are comprised of teachers
elected by their peers.
As advisory bodies, PPACs have little to no influence at schools com-
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pared to LSCs, says Lynch. By contrast, the revamped PPACs would have
an official role in crafting a school’s
instructional agenda.
Lynch says LSCs would benefit
from stronger PPACs. “A lot of LSCs
that aren’t effective need information
from the teachers,” she says.
Last fall, a poll of 5,000 teachers
found 43 percent were not satisfied
with their local school councils. The
survey did not ask them why.
State Rep. William Delgado, (DChicago), a bill co-sponsor, agrees that
teachers should have a stronger voice,
but he does not want to create turf battles between PPACs and LSCs, which
have the final word. A plan for how the
two bodies would work together is not
yet final, he adds.
Created by state law in 1989, PPACs

gave teachers an organized voice in
school academic issues. But over the
years, most PPACs have gone by the
wayside. “At some schools, that’s a
mythical organization,” says Barbara
Radner of DePaul University.
“It’s a farce now,” says teacher
Susan Kajiwara Ansai of Henson Elementary. Most new teachers don’t
know they exist, she notes.
Lynch says teachers in many
schools are disconnected from their
LSCs and from the school improvement plans they are charged with carrying out in the classroom.
The lack of communication stems
from two problems, Lynch explains.
First, teachers hold only two of 11
council seats; and second, some
teacher reps don’t keep in touch with
their colleagues.

Prescriptions for improved LSCs

B

esides taking the political
pulse of local school councils,
CATALYST asked local leaders
to review council structure
and policy and suggest ways to make
councils more effective partners in
school improvement. The following is
what they came up with. The names of
individuals interviewed are listed with
the story on the CATALYST web site,
www.catalyst-chicago.org.

Council structure:
No need to rebuild
Majority opinion: The original model—
six parents, two teachers, two community members, the principal and, at high
schools, one student—can work better
than it now does; there is no need to
change it. In particular, reducing the
number of parents would undercut the
intent of the School Reform Act to make
schools more integral to their communities.
Barbara Sizemore, DePaul University
professor emerita, says that having parents on LSCs is a critical part of supporting parent participation in schools.
Everyone in education agrees parent
participation is crucial to improvement,
she says, yet parents bear the brunt of
council critiques. “If [CPS wants] parents to be involved, then parents should
be the dominant force on LSCs,” she
says.
Julie Woestehoff of Parents United for
Responsible Education says her group
might be open to a change so long as
parents retain the majority. “We have
thought about the principal not being a
voting member, and maybe there should
be one more teacher,” she says. “We’d
fight if the parent majority were
changed.”
A different view: Terry Mazany, senior
program education officer at the Chicago Community Trust, suggests five parents or community members, five
teachers and the principal. “It creates an
interesting power dynamic,” he notes.
“No one group has the automatic major-

ity.” Having more teachers would also
bring additional, needed educational
expertise, he says.
Related ideas: Provide a staff member to
keep minutes, collect data and reports
and prepare meeting documents.
• Reimburse members for expenses,
such as travel, food and professional
conference fees.
• Elect members to staggered terms.
“An entire council can be replaced every
two years, and that is unfair to the council and to the school,” says David Peterson of the Chicago Principals and
Administrators Association. With staggered terms, he notes, “half the council
has experience at all times.” On the
other hand, James Deanes, director of
School and Community Relations, says
the cost of mounting more elections
would be prohibitive. “The cost would
probably be mind-boggling,” he says.

Council powers:
Keep keys to the kingdom
Majority opinion: In most cases, councils
are able to handle the authority they’ve
been legally granted: approving school
improvement plans, spending discretionary budgets and hiring and evaluating principals. The latter has always
been a flash point and remains that way
today.
LSCs are effective in evaluating
whether principals reach out to parents
and community, says Anthony Bryk of
the Consortium on Chicago School
Research. “And we know that matters. If
you don’t have positive development in
that area, you are unlikely to see
improvements in reading and math,” he
says.
When LSCs get in trouble, however,
it is often when disagreements with the
principal get personal. DePaul University Professor Barbara Radner says ongoing evaluation, rather than year-end,
can ease tensions and improve communication.

at improving schools should keep their
principal evaluation powers. But at bottom-tier schools that have chronically
failed, central office should remove the
principal.
To find a replacement, he suggests a
blue-ribbon panel—“not a political
panel, a group of really first-rate educators”—should give councils three highquality nominees. The onus would be on
central office to find outstanding candidates, “not reworked people,” he says.
Because finding talented principals is
not easy, he says, the board should use
this process in fewer than 10 schools a
year. Once those principals are chosen,
the councils and board should agree to a
“no-meddling clause” so the newcomers
can work freely for their entire terms.
A different view: Dolores Gonzalez,
director of Leadership Initiative for
Transformation (LIFT), a training program for new principals, says councils
should be advisory on principal hiring
and firing, as they were in the mid1980s. Local school advisory councils
then interviewed and ranked candidates,
she says. That ranking was given to the
district superintendent (now the regional education officer), who would make
the final choice.
“I thought that kept the whole
process kind of honest and above board,”
she says.
Recalling even earlier history, Peterson of the principals’ association says, “I
don’t think you ever want to go back to
the old system. I got a principal’s job
because of rank order on a test. The final
decision was always the central office.”

ON THE WEB
• Take the CATALYST on-line poll
• See results of an LSC survey
Look for more LSC-related content on

www.catalyst-chicago.org

A novel twist: Martin “Mike” Koldyke of
the Golden Apple Foundation says LSCs
CATALYST CHICAGO/March 2002
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Related ideas: Keep councils informed.
Region 1 Education Officer Linda
Pierzchalski, former principal of Bogan
High School, says councils were sometimes helpful in reviewing budgets. Use
up-to-date spending totals and be ready
to explain them to LSC members, she
adds.
• Include LSCs in the School Improvement Plan (SIP) process. Some principals bar councils from meeting at the
school outside of monthly LSC meetings, says Archon Fung, an assistant professor at Harvard University. Such a
policy makes it difficult for LSCs to see
the SIP in action, he says.
• Create easy-to-use principal evaluation forms. The board’s form is too complicated, says James Deanes, who
oversees LSC relations. A simpler form,
developed by Leadership for Quality
Education, is being piloted in 60 schools
this year, and will be expanded throughout the system next fall.

Training:
Pump it up
Majority opinion: Do more of it, and
make it more relevant, especially in the
areas of consensus building and conflict
mediation. Even more important, add a
teaching and instruction component
and make it mandatory. Now, CPS training for councils covers only the basics,
such as councils’ legal duties.
Parents do not have to become educational experts, says Warren Chapman,
education program officer at the Joyce
Foundation. But parents need to know
what students need, and they need to ask
educators tough questions to keep them
honest. “That’s as important as picking a
principal,” he says.
Hazel Stewart, a retired region education officer, says training quality is
uneven. Trainers should be trained at
the same place to ensure consistency,
she insists. Principals should join them,
too. “It’s important that they’re all hearing the same thing at the same time,”
she says.
A different idea: Teachers get paid to
take professional development, jurors
get paid for their time, why not pay LSCs
for the time they spend in training, says
Mazany of the Chicago Community
Trust. He also suggests expanding
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mandatory training to 40 hours; LSCs
are now required to take 16 hours. “Not
many of us have made household
budget decisions for $1 million.”
Related ideas: Deliver training on the
Internet. Bryk says CPS could use the
money it saves on consultants to work
one-on-one with councils that need
extra support.
• Develop training standards and align
curriculum so that CPS trainers and
outside groups are on the same page.
Kenneth Wong, a former University of
Chicago researcher, suggests hiring a
third party to monitor the quality of LSC
training.
• Provide ongoing training throughout
LSC members’ two-year terms, not just
at the start of service. Wong, now at Vanderbilt University, says council members
need ongoing training because they will
face a number of unforeseen issues during their terms.

Candidate recruitment:
Just a little respect
Majority opinion: Councils need to be
recognized as a valuable resource for
schools; many are worthy of praise for
the hard work they do. Parents and community members should feel that they
are joining an important and respected
institution when they sit on an LSC, says
Michael Klonsky of the Small Schools
Workshop.
Right now, that’s not the case.
“You’ve almost got to be a glutton for
punishment to be on an LSC now—
especially in a low-performing school,”
he says. “Where is the praise?”
Exemplary LSCs were once recognized every year, but that practice disappeared in 1992.
This year, six councils won awards
for excellent work when a consortium
of council advocacy groups, school
improvement organizations and local
foundations revived the practice.
Joann Podkul, a teacher at Bowen
High School, says councils could be
recognized at a luncheon where they
meet other LSC members and share
ideas.
“If they see what they’re doing at
the local level has an effect, they don’t
feel like they are wasting their time
when they should be at work or with
their faculty,” she says.

Novel twists: Richard Laine, education
policy director of the Illinois Business
Roundtable, suggests that schools build
a farm team of sorts, growing potential
council members by recruiting prospective candidates to serve as tutors and
school volunteers.
Phyllis Martin, executive director of
the Financial Research and Advisory
Committee (FRAC), suggests jumpstarting the business community with a United Way-style campaign for LSCs.
“Companies would set a quota to get a
certain number of employees … to join
LSCs,” she says.
A different idea: John Ayers, executive
director of LQE, favors paying LSC
members in low-income communities.
Head Start, which hires parents to work
with children, offers such a model, he
says. “It gets them engaged and positively involved. For parents who are really
good with kids, this could be a way to
pursue employment with the Chicago
Public Schools.”
Related ideas: Open eligibility requirements so outside experts—lawyers,
accountants, educators—who don’t live
within the school’s attendance area can
run for council seats.
• Build public awareness. The Chicago
Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS)
program steadily attracts volunteers by
keeping public awareness high, Fung
says. The city has a cable television station that could advertise council elections, he adds. “It’s been awhile since
[CPS] has invested time, money and
energy in getting people to run for LSC
positions.”
• Decrease the frequency of meetings.
DePaul University Professor Barbara
Radner says quarterly, rather than
monthly, LSC meetings could accomplish two things. First, councils could
operate similar to a board of directors
and engage mostly in big-picture planning. Secondly, fewer meetings could
stem high turnover rates by placing
lower time demands on members.
• Factor in student mobility rates.
High student mobility also means high
parent mobility, and can affect council
vacancy rates, says the Consortium’s
Bryk.
Reported by CATALYST staff and
written by Managing Editor Mario
Ortiz. Comments may be emailed to
editorial@catalyst-chicago.org

LSC chair Carol Johnson

Two schools, two councils,
one dynamic personality

T

ireless. Knowledgeable. Passionate. Two months ago, CATALYST
Associate Editor Debra Williams
set out to find a local school
council member with these qualities
who would let us into his or her busy
life. Carol Johnson fit the bill.
Johnson, 46, is married and has five
children—three sons, ages 24, 11 and 8,
and two daughters, 17 and 21. The energetic Austin resident chairs two local
school councils, Spencer Elementary
and Westinghouse High School—she
has been on the council at Westinghouse
for two years, Spencer for four. Johnson
also works full time as an organizer for
Community Organizing and Family
Issues (COFI), a group that trains leaders in low-income neighborhoods.
“There are gems all over the city
working their butts off,” says Nancy
Jones, who works with council members
for the Chicago Successful Schools Project. “Carol is one of them.”
CATALYST spent a month with Carol
Johnson, tracking her LSC-related activities. Along the way, Johnson kept a log.
The final tally: Between Jan. 8 and Feb.
13, Johnson spent 21 hours attending
six meetings, organized and hosted a
Saturday morning community breakfast, gave a speech at two-hour LSC
recognition reception and made 48 LSCrelated telephone calls.

5:00 p.m. At a time when many people
are heading home from work or rushing
to pick up children from day care, Carol
Johnson is off to West Garfield Park for
an LSC meeting at Westinghouse High
School, which she co-chairs.
Johnson is eligible to serve as chair
only until June, when her daughter
Crystal will be graduating. Still, Johnson
is committed to getting Westinghouse
off of probation, which it got back on
last November, and holding the School
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Tuesday, Jan. 8
Westinghouse High School

Later, someone on the council wonBoard to its promise to build a new
ders aloud whether the board will renege
school.
on the new building. Johnson counters
Originally a candy factory built in
that they can protect themselves. “May I
1922, the school building is outdated
make a suggestion? When there is a capand infested with rodents; a ceiling is
ital development meeting, we—the LSC
leaking; and plaster is falling off the
and the community—should be there.
walls. Johnson says the constant patchThose who speak the loudest get heard.”
up jobs are too costly to keep up. This
The meeting adjourns at 7:15, but
year, Westinghouse received $5 million
Johnson sticks around until 8 to hear
for construction planning and land
the latest school news from Bibbs and
acquisition; the new facility is to be built
the assistant principal.
near the existing site.
Back at home by 8:20, Johnson’s long
Westinghouse’s principal, Lona
day is not over yet. She makes sure her
Bibbs, reports she has talked to CPS
brood has eaten dinner and finished
Operations Chief Tim Martin, who
their homework. (Three of her five chilpromises he’ll come out and talk to the
dren still live at home.) She catches up
council about the new building at the
on everyone’s day, and makes it into bed
March LSC meeting.
herself by 11.
For this meeting, Johnson has invited The Neighborhood Capital Budget
Wednesday, Jan. 9
Group (NCBG) to talk about how it can
Spencer Elementary
become involved in the construction
9:30 a.m. Johnson is up around 6:45
process. NCBG’s rep Andrea Lee tells the
to see her husband, Harold, off to work,
group that her organization will help
iron her sons’ school uniforms and
them get the community involved in
planning a new building
that suits their needs.
NCBG will also stick
around as an advisor
until the building is
completed, Lee says.
When Lee finishes
her presentation, Johnson gets down to business. “How much does
your help cost? What’s
your fee?”
Lee says there’s no fee
for the group’s help, but
some council members
are skeptical. Johnson
tries to allay their fears.
“This is my opinion. It’s
worth looking at [working with NCBG]. This
building will have to last
for many years. If we
don’t like what’s built,
Johnson helps Westinghouse High LSC co-chair Robert Jones with
we can’t go back to the
council minutes. She says helping council members is a responsitable.”
bility of all experience members.
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make sure her kids eat breakfast, which
they fix themselves. Then, she heads to
Spencer, two blocks away, for a 9:30 LSC
meeting. One of the items on the agenda to be discussed: the school’s CANAL
grant.
For the last two years, Spencer has
applied for and received a $50,000 grant
from Project CANAL, a federally-funded
school board program that supports
extended-day programs. Last year, the
school used the grant for an after-school
tutoring program for 120 primary students and for family programs like reading night, puppet making, dance classes
and weekend drum and piano lessons.
“Johnson and the other parents
wrote the proposal for this grant,” says
Spencer Principal Sharon Bryant,
proudly. “We were one of only five or
seven schools to get it.”
This year, Johnson would like to see
the school expand its existing programs
to include GED and computer classes for
parents and a family movie night.
Johnson also envisions the school
staying open until 6 or 7 p.m. next year
to serve as an academic and recreational
safe haven for students and their families.
Over the next month, Spencer will
have four meetings on Project CANAL,
and Johnson will attend three of them.
Spencer’s LSC also is organizing a
breakfast for community social service
organizations in Austin with the hope
that some will agree to offer free services on-site. “We asked our teachers what
they saw as barriers to teaching,” says
Bryant. “What we found was that kids
needed social services like counseling
and mentoring.”
When the discussion was over, the
council agreed to invite 20 community
organizations, then follow-up with
phone calls. Johnson agreed to make the
calls.
When the council adjourns at 11:45,
Johnson meets with Spencer’s LSC election coordinator to confirm dates for a
public forum, where parents and community residents can meet and listen to
LSC candidates. They wrap up minutes
later, and she heads out for work.

Monday, Jan. 14
Central office, Clark Street
2:15 p.m. Johnson is at Clark Street
on work-related business but runs into
Tim Martin. Cornering him, she
reminds him about Westinghouse’s
March LSC meeting. “I told him, ‘Don’t
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come empty-handed—bring your architects, plans, layouts and design ideas,’”
she recalls. Martin says OK.
Johnson’s style is direct. She asks for
what she wants and find answers to what
she doesn’t know, but in a way that does
not ruffle feathers.

Thursday, Jan. 17
Spencer, home
3:00 p.m. On her way home, Johnson
makes a pit stop at Spencer to turn in
her candidate nomination form. Thirty
minutes later, she’s back at home calling
LSC members and parents who belong
to SCPA (Spencer Concerned Parents of
Austin), reminding them about this Friday’s CANAL meeting.

Wednesday, Jan. 23
At home
4:00 p.m. Johnson is on the telephone
with Nancy Jones of the Chicago Successful Schools Project, a group that
tracks council success stories and trains
local leaders, like Johnson, to become
LSC spokespeople. Successful Schools is
sponsoring an LSC awards reception,
and Jones has asked Johnson to make a
two-minute speech on LSCs and the
need for them to work together.
“Carol is a natural networking with
other local school councils,” says Jones.
After the short conversation with
Jones, Johnson heads into her “office,”
the dining room, where she keeps a
computer, a fax machine and everything
else she needs to do LSC work. Johnson
makes a round of calls confirming attendance for the Jan. 26 breakfast. She also
faxes the breakfast’s agenda. She’s done
by 6.

Friday, Jan. 25
Spencer
3:30 p.m. Johnson is at another
CANAL planning meeting, this time to
go over last-minute details for tomorrow’s breakfast. She and two other parents set up the library for the event,
moving tables and chairs into place and
assembling folders of Spencer literature
for breakfast participants.
An hour later, she’s back at home. In
between washing dishes and other
household chores, Johnson spends the
next couple hours making another
round of calls to breakfast invitees. She’s
done by 6:30. Later, she “tries to have a
life” by phoning her mother and other
relatives, then relaxing and watching
television.

Saturday, Jan. 26
Spencer
8:15 a.m. Johnson is up and out the
door, off to pick up another parent. She
stops at a neighborhood store to pick up
two bags of ice and arrives at Spencer at
8:25 with enough time to help set up.
Guests are scheduled to arrive at 9.
Thirty minutes later, Johnson is
meeting and greeting guests. Twenty
organizations were invited; nine show
up. A number of parents from the LSC
and SCPA show up, as well as Spencer
administrators. Bryant welcomes the
group, asks guests to introduce themselves and then shares her vision for
Spencer. Johnson speaks briefly about
her vision as an LSC member, a parent
and a representative of COFI, which
offers leadership training to Spencer
parents.
After the presentations, Bryant asks
social service agencies to commit in
writing to help the school. Seven organizations agree to do so. Hargrove Mental
Health Facility, for one, agrees to provide mentors for male students.
Bryant declares the meeting a success. “Carol made a lot of phone calls
and did a lot of legwork on this project,”
Bryant says. “I’m pleased with the outcome.”
The breakfast ends at 11, but Johnson
stays another hour to help clean up and
put the library furniture back in order.

Monday, Jan. 28
At home
10:00 a.m. Johnson’s 11-year-old son,
Harold III, is sick, so she stays home
from work; however, she calls Nancy
Jones to set up a meeting to talk about
the LSC awards ceremony.

Tuesday, Jan. 29
Spencer
2:30 p.m. Johnson stops by Spencer
for 10 minutes to check the LSC mailbox
and to tell Bryant that she will not be
able to attend this afternoon’s CANAL
meeting. Her son is still at home sick.

Wednesday, Jan. 30
Wishbone restaurant
9:30 a.m. Today is Johnson’s birthday,
but she’s not celebrating yet. She meets
Nancy Jones for breakfast at a popular
Near West Side restaurant to talk over
the agenda for tomorrow night’s LSC
award event.

5:00 p.m. Johnson arrives at the
Union League Club, 65 W. Jackson, and
mingles with other council members at
the well-attended event. An MC takes the
podium at 6:30 and the program begins.
CEO Arne Duncan is the keynote speaker; Schools and Community Relations
Officer James Deanes makes a pitch for
council members to recruit candidates
for the upcoming elections. Council
members from six LSCs from across the
city receive awards for outstanding
work. Then Carol steps onstage to give
final remarks.
Johnson delivers, although, she hadn’t prepared a formal speech beforehand.
“Whenever I have to speak in front of
people, I ask God to give me the words
and then I get up there and say them,”
says Johnson. “I have key points I know
I have to make, but I never know what
I’m going to say until I say it. I speak
from my heart.”
Says Bryant, “She was really good. I
think it was a nice touch that she closed
out the meeting. She talked about how
important LSCs are, how they need to
work together and how they need to be
recognized. She was the right person to
do it.”

Monday, Feb. 4
At home
6:00 p.m. In her home office, Johnson
is calling parents to remind them about
tomorrow’s CANAL meeting. Then she
calls Andrea Lee of the Neighborhood
Capital Budget Group. Lee invites Johnson to join other LSC members at a Feb.
11 meeting with CEO Arne Duncan to
discuss community involvement in new
school-construction projects. Johnson
has a work-related appointment the
same day and cannot make the meeting,
but she promises to get two Westinghouse LSC members to attend in her
place.

Tuesday, Feb. 5
At home, then Spencer
9:00 a.m. Before she heads to work,
Johnson calls the CPS Office of Accountability to find out who was assigned last
fall to be Westinghouse’s probation
manager. She’d like to meet the manager and invite him or her to the next LSC
meeting. But no luck—she’s unable to
reach the person who has the information.
Then, Johnson calls Westinghouse’s

assistant principal to find out about the
probation manager. She’s not there
either.
That afternoon, at 3, Johnson is participating in another CANAL meeting. It
lasts two and a half hours; then, she and
her sons go home, where she checks
homework and cooks dinner.

Wednesday, Feb. 6
Spencer
3:00 p.m. A month has passed, and
Johnson is once again presiding over an
LSC meeting at Spencer. First on the
agenda: How to turn the school’s auditorium into a movie theater on Friday
nights. The council is weighing options,
which include purchasing a pull-down
or a retractable viewing screen.
When the meeting ends, Johnson
looks tired. She says she’s feeling sick;
when she gets home, she heads straight
for bed. She stays there all weekend. “I
know I’m doing a lot,” says Johnson. “My
body is telling me.”
Even so, she makes a call from her
sickbed to confirm that Westinghouse
LSC co-chair Robert Jones and community representative Jason Ervin will be at
the Arne Duncan meeting next Monday
at 2.

Monday, Feb. 11
At home
6:00 p.m. Back home from work,
Johnson gets the boys settled, feeds
them, checks their homework, then
tries to reach Jones or Ervin to find out
how the meeting with Arne Duncan
went. Neither is home.

Wednesday, Feb. 13
Westinghouse
5:30 p.m. The Westinghouse LSC
meeting begins a few minutes late; the
new school facility is the topic of discussion. Bibbs and Johnson both share that
they’ve talked to Tim Martin again about
attending the March LSC meeting.
Johnson still doesn’t know what happened at the meeting with Duncan.
Jones missed it, and Ervin, who did
attend, is not at tonight’s LSC meeting.
Johnson moves on to the next agenda
item: probation. The Office of Accountability conducted a site visit in November and made recommendations that the
school must address.
“I am really concerned about this
accountability thing,” says Johnson. “I’d
like Accountability to address this council. There’s a lot I don’t understand. Also,

JOHN BOOZ

Thursday, Jan. 31
Union League Club

At a Jan. 31 LSC awards ceremony, Carol
Johnson congratulates winners and talks
about the importance of councils.

when Dr. [Barbara] Sizemore was our
probation manager, she was here at
every meeting. This new person is not. I
don’t even know who it is. I’d like whoever it is to attend an LSC meeting.”
She adds, “And if they don’t show up,
we should call their boss.”
Johnson says that while the school
was placed on probation in November,
CPS did not assign a probation manager
until January. “We’ve been waiting on
them,” says Johnson. “And now that we
have one, I don’t know who it is.”
The meeting adjourns at 7:20. Packing up to go home, Johnson concedes
that she has not yet decided whether
she’ll run again for a spot on the Westinghouse council. Being an LSC member at a high school is harder than at an
elementary school, she says. “I just need
to spend more time at home with my
kids,” she sighs.
But a couple weeks later, when Johnson decides to run again for a seat, she
discovers she can’t. Once her daughter
graduates in June, she’s no longer eligible to sit as a parent. She’s also not
eligible to run as a community rep—
Johnson lives in Austin, Westinghouse is
located in West Garfield Park.
Still, never one to quit, Johnson’s got
another plan. “I’ll just find someone who
can sit on that council and help Westinghouse get what it needs.”
CATALYST CHICAGO/March 2002
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Five ways LSCs can fail—and
how to fix them
by Alexander Russo

N

early everyone involved
with Chicago schools has
heard about “bad” local
school councils. They may
be apathetic, they may be
embattled or they may lack information
and resources. Whatever they are, their
problems aren’t unique to local school
councils, experts in organizational
behavior say.
“Individuals in groups [charged with
making decisions] operate in pretty
much the same way,” says Jasmine Martirossian, author of “Decision Making in
Communities: Why groups of smart people sometimes make bad decisions.”
Condominium boards, juries, blue ribbon panels and school boards can also go
astray and fail to fulfill their missions.
Voices are raised, dissent is muffled and
in extreme cases, threats are made. Decisions, however, are not made effectively.
Often, such groups fail to pay enough
attention to powerful individual and
group dynamics—such as ego and
class—that affect the decision-making
process, says Martirossian. Each individual’s beliefs about autonomy, working
with others and the value of compromise
play a strong, often unrecognized role in
determining whether a group is effective
at making decisions.
“We are all brought up to think that
we’re absolute individuals who make our
decisions totally on our own,” she says.
“We really are not paying attention to
what are the influences of the group.”
Martirossian and others say these situations are far from hopeless, and that
there are fairly simple procedures any
group can follow to overcome them.
Below, they identify the most common
problems and suggest remedies.
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Problem #

Open warfare
LSC detractors most often cite namecalling and outright warfare as a problem, but experts agree that it is also the
least common. When it does happen,
sometimes the dispute is about a contentious school issue; other times it is
influenced by outside factors such as
culture, class or race. Either way, not
much gets done.
Set procedures are key to solving
such problems, say the experts. Their
suggestions include:
• Set time limits. Limiting the amount
of time allowed to debate a particular
issue could help prevent flare-ups and
promote reflective thinking.
• Switch sides. To develop a working
relationship, LSC members must be able
to distinguish between an idea and its
proponents. One strategy is for opposing
sides to switch positions and argue an
issue from the other perspective. “People get married to their ideas and try to
defend that idea at all costs,” Martirossian says.
• Look in the mirror. Self-evaluations
and performance assessments are often
used by outside groups, such as the Illinois Association of School Boards, that
help fine-tune decision-making groups.
• Agree to disagree. Find a way to make
a decision and move on, says consultant
Rick Shapiro of the Congressional Management Foundation, which helps politicians and legislative committee staffs
work with each other and constituents.
A formal disagreement allows a contentious issue to be dropped and puts a
stop to endless debate.
• Get a mediator or other outside help.
Several local school improvement
groups, including Parents United for
Responsible Education (PURE), Chicago

School Leadership Cooperative and
Chicago Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law can assist councils or
help them locate mediators. Several CPS
departments,
including
budget,
accountability and high school development, provide LSCs with “team-building” activities, says James Deanes,
director of School and Community Relations.

Problem #

2

Principal-LSC tensions
LSCs are charged with hiring and evaluating principals, who are also voting
members of the council. A natural tension exists, but in some cases it becomes
adversarial. A principal fails to provide
council members with timely information or bypasses council decisions.
Councils interrogate principals and put
them on the spot. “Often council chairs
see their role as keeping administrators’
feet to the fire,” says education consultant Bill Weary, who works with boards,
councils and other school-based decision-making groups.
This is among the most common
problems in decision-making bodies,
says Weary, and a number of strategies
have proven successful.
• Clarify roles and responsibilities.
Tension between boards and superintendents often occurs when neither side
understands or respects the other’s role,
according to Linda Dawson, an organizational consultant who works with
school boards. “Councils need to have
their purpose and their authority
defined so that there’s clarity about the
importance of their role,” she says.
• Seek community input. “Ignoring
the wisdom of lay people” is one of the
most common mistakes administrators

make, says Dawson. Principals can use
the LSC to learn about and address community concerns.
“It’s more work not to cooperate with
your LSC than to cooperate with them,”
says one Chicago insider.
• Agree on the key deliverables. Councils need information to complete principal evaluations, track spending and
participate in school improvement
plans. Principals should provide them
with usable reports, says Weary, who
suggests that councils and principals
agree on what data to gather to prevent
either side from surprising or ambushing the other.
• Do more together, not less. Council
members and principals may want to
limit their contact during stressful
times, but doing just the opposite can
help. Weekly meetings can open up dialogue. Principals can also participate
with council members in training.
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Problem #

Personality clashes,
maverick behavior
Some councils have a member who consistently tries to bend or break the rules,
or offends other members. Often such
problems are personal, such as a misplaced belief that his or her individual
opinion should always prevail. “[Council] members should have no power as
individuals,” reminds Weary.
Whatever the case, conflict that
stems from an individual is uncomfortable and distracting, and needs to be isolated to protect the council.
• Learn more about each other. While
the urge to avoid an unpleasant person
is understandable, personality assessments such as Meyers-Briggs can help
council members learn more about the
values and experiences that shape each
other’s personalities.
“If you can get them to sit down and
say, ‘What is your agenda,’ then you have
a better chance,” says Dawson. “When
you try to squelch a minority opinion, it
comes back to bite you.”
• Focus on results. It’s better to focus
the council’s attention and energy on
business, rather than confronting per-

sonality conflicts directly, Dawson says.
“If we can all agree what we’re there to
accomplish for whom, then that should
become the substance of our focus.”
• Rotate roles. Giving each council
member rotating responsibility for running meetings, writing memos or other
tasks can smooth things out, says Martirossian. Repressed ideas have a better
chance of being aired, and council members think about how they want to be
treated when they are placed in new
roles. “A lot of conflicts are resolved
when parties feel that they have been
heard,” she says.

4

Problem #

The sound of silence
It can be difficult to distinguish between
well-functioning councils and an ineffective rubber stamp. On the surface, a
consistently unanimous group appears
to be doing the job. But it can also be a
sign that healthy debate is dismissed and
opposition has gone underground. “People think that because the group is making a decision it’s bound to be a wise
decision,” says Martirossian, whose
research shows group decisions often
reflect a dominant view rather than consensus. She offers these “wake-up”
strategies.
• Always consider alternatives. Councils can avoid rubber-stamp decisions by
making sure there are always two or
more options to consider, Martirossian
says. “It is amazing how many times
major expenditures are made without
looking at alternatives.”
In particular, she warns against verbal brainstorming sessions that appear
to welcome new ideas but often limit
discussions. Research shows that individuals generate more reflective and varied ideas when asked to write them down
and submit a list, Martirossian says.
• Assign someone to be devil’s advocate. Members of groups often let down
their guard if someone appears confident of a certain course. “Nobody likes to
be the spoiler,” Martirossian says. “But if
[devil’s advocate] is a rotating role, they
know it’s not equated with that person.”
• Another pair of eyes. It can be useful

to call in outsiders to verify that things
are proceeding as they should, says
PURE Executive Director Julie Woestehoff. Otherwise, “anyone who raises
questions seems like a troublemaker.”
PURE offers LSCs such support; for
instance, it helps them get advance
copies of school improvement plans
from principals, and shows them proper
procedures to follow to vote on transferring funds.
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Problem #

Low attendance, persistent
vacancies
Poor attendance—often with the result
that council doesn’t have a quorum—
and low parent and community interest
in serving on a council are frustrating
LSC problems.
“Low engagement is a bigger issue
than conflict,” says Andy Wade, executive director of the Chicago School
Leadership Cooperative. Apathy is a sign
that people do not believe they can make
a difference, say the experts. There are
ways to revive a listless LSC.
• Make connections. Creating subcommittees to work on special projects and
forming relationships with other groups
that work with the school—such as
bilingual or IASA parent councils—can
revive lagging interest and funnel talent
towards the LSC, Wade explains. Regular
work with outside groups will increase
an LSC’s “bench strength,” he adds.
• Have some fun. Outreach activities
such as family night and movie night
can help spark casual relationships that
lead to greater engagement in the
school. “The LSC meeting is probably
the least interesting thing an LSC does,”
says Wade.
• Set timetables and keep a log of completed projects. LSCs need to have a
sense of accomplishment, Martirossian
says. “For some people, the meeting in
itself becomes the goal.”
Alexander Russo is a Chicago education
writer and can be reached at
AlexanderRusso@aol.com
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Corliss High School

Principal turns to ‘authentic’ lessons,
new teachers to raise performance
by Jody Temkin

THIS MONTH:

uring his first week as principal of Corliss High School,
Anthony Spivey made the
evening news.
Large numbers of students were
arriving late for school and hanging outside the building. Spivey ordered them
to come inside. When they refused, he
locked them out.
Students went home and told their
parents, who called the media. In front
of television cameras, Spivey explained
why he locked the doors, and said he
would stick by his decision.
That was two and a half years ago.
These days, fewer students are tardy, and
those who are caught hanging around
outside the school know they will suffer
the wrath of Spivey, a big man with a
booming voice.
Spivey, who spent a year as principal
of Partee Academic Prep Center before
moving on to Corliss, has shaken up the
Pullman neighborhood high school.
Some teachers say for the better, others
say it’s too soon to tell. But Corliss
staffers generally agree on one thing.
“Mr. Spivey has brought order and
stability,” says James Simich, a longtime
English teacher and counselor. “Look at
the hallway. Do you see any students?”
Spivey has also required students to
wear uniforms of white, collared shirts
and black pants.
This fall, he replaced nearly half of his
teaching staff and, with a $300,000 grant
from the Lloyd A. Fry Foundation, he
also unveiled a host of initiatives to
improve instruction.
Last spring, the Fry Foundation

Corliss High School
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A CONTINUING SERIES ON THE
IMPACT OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM’S
LEADERSHIP AND POLICIES ON
INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS.

$1.25 million grant
35 new teachers
Order, discipline restored
New computer labs

launched a five-year, $6.5 million school
improvement project at six CPS high
schools. Corliss will get $1.25 million
over five years.
“We were looking for schools in the
middle range,” says Senior Program
Officer Ann Billingsley.
Principal-teacher leadership teams
from each school attended training
workshops and then wrote proposals
explaining how they would use the
grant. “The schools came up with pretty
different proposals,” Billingsley says.
“The process generated a lot of thought
about how they can make improvements.”
The heart of Corliss’ proposal is to
improve the quality of instruction, first
in freshman and sophomore classes,
then expanding to the upper grades in
later years.
“We’ve selected one of the most
important, yet most difficult things to
do,” Spivey says. “You can’t [blame] your
students. We’re a general high school.
We serve the public. If our students read
at 6th-grade, 7th-grade level, what do

you do? You have to improve the quality
of the teaching.”
This year, Corliss is spending part of
its Fry grant to pay two veteran teachers
to serve as instructional team leaders,
coaching freshman and sophomore
teachers in a variety of tasks from lesson
planning to classroom management to
teaching strategies.
Some of the money will pick up the
tab for two external partners. David Jolliffe, a DePaul University English professor, is showing teachers how to create
“authentic” lessons that teach students
to construct and apply knowledge, not
just to memorize and rehash it. The
other external partner, consultant Patricia Buckney, is analyzing test data and
using it to introduce a new teaching
strategy called Focused Thinking.
The proposal also calls for students
and teachers to create portfolios of their
work. Teachers also are being asked to
attend at least four staff development
sessions outside of school, to observe
colleagues’ classrooms and to videotape
themselves so they can analyze their
own teaching.
Every Wednesday, freshman and
sophomore teachers attend a two-hour
staff development session after school,
and every few weeks students leave early
so teachers can have more workshops.
Some teachers say the number of
new initiatives is overwhelming. “A lot
of teachers are confused because there
are so many new techniques being
thrown at us,” says one veteran teacher.
“Student portfolios, teacher portfolios,
CASE scores, TAP scores. We’re told to
teach at a higher level, and then when
our students are failing, we’re called in
because our failure rates are so high. It’s

very frustrating.”
However, one of Corliss’ new teachers, Dan Bradshaw, views the new teaching strategies and assessments in a
different light. “The things we’re trying
can only help,” says Bradshaw, who
teaches English. “You have to have high
expectations and go out and take
chances.”

Thursday, Jan. 10
Teachers get coaches
Celeste Carr was an English teacher at
Corliss for seven years. This year she has
been promoted to instructional team
leader for freshman academy teachers.
Juelene Bean, a Corliss English teacher
for 19 years, is the team leader for sophomore academy teachers. Salaries for
both teachers are paid through the Fry
grant.
“We provide the teachers with materials, help them prepare for testing and
provide them with staff development
once a week,” says Carr. She and Bean
also observe classrooms and then follow
up with teachers to give them pointers.
Both say they aim to assist, not evaluate,

their peers.
“Our role is like a coach or mentor,”
says Carr. “For the most part, it stays
between us and the teacher. The principal will ask how things are going, what
are the issues overall we see. Our role is
to prepare [teachers] for an official
observation.”
This morning, Carr is visiting new
teacher Claire Gadbois, whose environmental science class is reviewing for
tomorrow’s quiz and getting ready for
the semester final exam next week. Gadbois passes out a checklist to each student that shows them which
assignments they’re missing.
“Replace your zeros people,” she
implores them. “I’m giving you a chance
to pass and make up this homework. All
these zeros are pulling your grades
down.”
Gadbois is giving them other breaks,
too. Dropping their lowest exam grade.
Making the next day’s quiz “open book.”
After class, Gadbois tells Carr that the
checklist was a wake-up call for her students. “They’re scared,” she says. Carr
suggests that Gadbois give students
their own checklist of assignments so

they can keep track of what they’ve
turned in and avoid end-of-semester
panic.
Carr is keeping her own checklist,
tracking what she observes in class in
categories such as “what’s positive” and
“suggestions to improve.” Later, she
meets with teachers to discuss what she
observed.
Both Carr and Bean are getting high
marks from many teachers. “They’re
putting in a tremendous amount of time
to make our jobs easier,” says earth science teacher Mark Dring, who taught at
a Catholic high school in Chicago before
switching to Corliss this summer.
“They’re the best part of our staff
development here,” he adds. “They’ve
helped me plan lessons, and they’ve been
in the classroom a long time and have
good ideas. They’re wonderful and very
helpful.”

Monday, Jan. 14
Computers at last
A new foreign language computer lab is
ready to open this week. This afternoon,
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Principal Anthony Spivey hastens a group of students to get to class on time while making the rounds at Corliss High School. Spivey is credited with
restoring order and discipline to the Pullman neighborhood school.
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technology coordinator Delbert Washington is checking for correctly installed
software on the lab’s 23 new IBM computers. German, French and Spanish
classes will begin using the lab weekly.
Two years ago, Corliss had no computer labs.
“Before Mr. Spivey came, we had one
computer on the Internet in the library”
and often it didn’t work, says Washington. “He decided to use part of our [discretionary] budget for technology.”
In the last couple of years, Corliss has
created three other computer labs for
math/science, business and English. The
school has also wired 56 classrooms for
the Internet, and central office has
promised to furnish desktop computers
for each.
“We’ve come a long way in two
years,” says Washington, who proudly
shows off the lab’s voice recognition
software. Students speak into a headset,
and the computer corrects their pronunciation of foreign words. “The students are going to love this,” he says.
“This is going to be great,” says German teacher Suzanne Cucchetti, a new
teacher who taught English in Germany
last year. “The kids will have a chance to
hear a native speaker and try to [speak]
like they do.”
Spivey says his push for technology
was part of his drive to update instruction and the school’s facilities.
“The roof was leaking; you couldn’t
see out of the windows,” he recalls. “We
fixed those things. We got new air-conditioning, an electrical upgrade, and we
got wired through the e-rate process. We
have a lot of things we still need to work
on but we’re moving forward.”
Moving forward was the reason
Spivey says he hired so many new teachers. “Over the summer we made a decision to try and bring in people who were
receptive to new ideas,” he says. “We
wanted fresh faces, fresh ideas, people
who have a lot of energy.”
Some teachers left on their own, others “were encouraged to leave in one
fashion or another,” Spivey adds. Roughly 35 teachers on Corliss’ 76-member
faculty are new. Total student enrollment is 1,060.
One teacher says many faculty members left because they had problems with
Spivey’s demanding style of management. “If you have a problem with someone, call them into your office to talk
about it, don’t do it in front of their
peers,” says the teacher, who recalls sev-
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eral incidents of peers being reprimanded publicly. “You can’t treat people like
that. A lot of them decided to retire, and
I hear more are leaving at the end of this
year.”
Some who remain credit Spivey for
including them in the hiring process
and delegating more responsibility to
them.
Asked if he is difficult to work for,
Spivey responds: “I’m driven by what I’m
trying to do. I have certain expectations
and standards that I try to set. I try to
make sure those expectations are realistic.”
He has the support of Corliss’ local
school council, which last spring awarded him a four-year contract after he had
been interim for two years. LSC president Don Martin credits Spivey for steering Corliss off probation during his first
year as interim.
In 1999, only 18 percent of the
school’s 9th- and 10th-graders scored at
or above national norms in reading on
the TAP. A year later, 25 percent hit the
mark. In 2001, scores slipped to just
under 22 percent. Spivey isn’t sure why
Corliss’ scores dropped last year, but he
says the dip mirrored a 3 percent drop in
CPS’ citywide high school reading
scores.
Teachers say improved discipline, an
intensive reading program and dividing
Corliss into smaller schools—one for
each grade level—helped boost scores
initially. “He brought a new system
here,” says Martin. “Breaking the school
into smaller groups was instrumental in
getting off probation.”

Wednesday, Jan. 16
Frosh-soph experiment
For advisory period this morning, thick
mats are rolled into a large, open area on
the first floor. Students take off their
shoes, empty their pockets and begin
practicing aikido. Mark Dring, a new science teacher who has studied the Japanese martial art for five years, leads the
class.
Corliss is experimenting with a new
twist on freshman and sophomore advisory. Students choose among 23 areas of
interest and spend one period a week for
a semester working on a project. Gospel
choir, sign language, poetry writing and
chess are among their choices.
Eight aikido students are working on
the three moves they’ll need to master
by next week to pass advisory. Six others

are sitting against a wall, not participating. Most of them are basketball players
who are afraid they will get injured, says
Dring. (Originally, advisory projects
were pass-fail courses, but the school
has since changed the policy.)
Dring demonstrates a backward roll,
tucking in one knee underneath him.
The eight students try it. “It looks all
neat when he does it, but we look all
sloppy,” complains one.
“I’ve been doing this a long time,”
Dring responds. When freshman and
sophomore academy teachers were
asked to propose a personal skill they
could teach advisory students, Aikido
was an easy choice for Dring.
“I love doing aikido, so for me, it’s
great to be able to be teaching it,” he
says. “Hopefully, it will teach the kids
discipline and focus, and they can apply
that in other areas, like in the classroom.”
Students have mixed reviews. Freshman Jeremy Thornton says it’s more fun
than sitting in a classroom for a traditional advisory. But sophomore Latora
Thornton, who isn’t participating, says
she doesn’t like all of the rolling around
and she’d rather be sitting in a class.
aikido was different than she thought it
would be, Latora says. Next semester,
she plans to choose a different project.
Meanwhile, everyone in Room 113 is
participating in the advisory project
there. Harvey Burton, who directs
Corliss’ celebrated marching band, is
teaching his students how to build and
paint small step stools. Burton received
$200 of the Fry grant to pay for supplies.
Burton has shown his students how
to use three colors to paint a simple
island sunset on the top of the stools.
Some students have already completed
their step stools and have sold them to
school staffers. Burton hopes the sales
will offset the cost of supplies for his
advisory project next semester.
Freshman Darrien Wilson paints an
orange and yellow sunset on his step
stool. “I like project advisory better than
wasting time sitting and talking,” he
says. “Here you can put your time to creating something positive. And I like to
draw and paint.

Wednesday, Jan. 23
Students, teachers compile portfolios
This year for the first time, teachers are
required to keep portfolios with examples of assignments and reflections on
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their teaching. Freshman and sophomore teachers must turn in a firstsemester portfolio to the instructional
team leaders by the end of February.
Junior and senior teachers are required
to file portfolios with Assistant Principal
Betty Sandifer by the end of the school
year.
External partner David Jolliffe has
been charged with helping freshman
and sophomore teachers learn how to
compile portfolios. Today, consultant
Annie Knepler, who works with Jolliffe,
is talking to 16 teachers who are gathered in the media center for the 3-to-5
p.m. workshop.
Teachers get overtime pay to attend,
and about three-quarters of them usually come, says instructional team leader
Carr, who begins the workshop, then
turns it over to Knepler. “We want them
here, but we can’t force them to come,”
she adds.
After the group snacks on pizza, Carr
explains what portfolios should include:
one authentic learning assignment,
samples of students’ work from that
assignment, a professional development
log, a peer observation report (teachers
must observe at least one colleague) and
documentation of parent or community
involvement, such as a student call log
and a written narrative of a classroom
lesson or student field trip.
Knepler asks the teachers about their
students’ winter break projects. For
instance, English and history teachers
teamed up and created a joint assignment. Students were told to research a
historical period, then become a character from that era and write a short essay
from that person’s point of view.
One teacher reports the project was a
success in her class. One student dressed
up in period clothing to read her essay to
the class. Another teacher says her students were initially excited about the
assignment, but many came back after
break without having completed the
work. Several teachers concur that
struggling students were more likely
than A and B students to do the work.
Perhaps those students blew off the project because they believed they would
pass anyway, they say.
“This is exactly the kind of reflecting
you want to do for the teacher portfolios,” says Knepler. “The ‘why’ is important. Think about why something
worked or didn’t work.”
After the workshop, several teachers
say they see the value in compiling port-

Video engineer Bill Kirz teaches 12th-grader Dwight Goode how to videotape teachers in their
classrooms. Corliss teachers are being encouraged to use the tapes as tools to improve their teaching
strategies.

folios. “At first, I thought it was going to
be a lot of work,” says Marsha Gooch, a
new math teacher. “But when I broke it
down, I saw it was mostly stuff I already
had. You just have to get it all together.”
Jolliffe or someone from his team visits Corliss every two weeks, helping
teachers assemble portfolios or showing
them how to use authentic pedagogy, or
applied learning, for projects and for
daily instruction.

Authentic pedagogy calls for assignments to be connected to the students’
lives, says Jolliffe. Teachers were wary at
first but recently more are buying into
the concept, he adds.
“It has to do with the kinds of questions you ask students,” says instructional team leader Bean. “It gets the
child to think and go further. These
assignments are forcing our students to
extend themselves.”
CATALYST CHICAGO/March 2002
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David Jolliffe of De Paul University talks to Nicole Blake and other Corliss science teachers about creating "authentic" lessons, which help students learn to reason and solve problems, not just memorize
facts. A grant from the Fry Foundation pays for Jolliffe and his team.

However, getting students who won’t
do homework to do more difficult
assignments can be tough, say several
teachers, who estimate only half of their
freshmen and sophomores turned in
their winter break assignments.
Getting students to show up over
winter break for extra credit also turned
into a lesson in frustration for teachers,
who had planned lessons around
exhibits at the Museum of Science and
Industry that aimed to boost CASE science scores. Only four students showed
up.
“We sent letters home to 250 kids and
hoped we’d get a decent turnout,” says
one science teacher. “It was so disappointing.”
Teachers have also struggled to get
freshmen and sophomores to do quarterly portfolios. Veteran math teacher
Paula Murphy says about two-thirds of
her first- and second-period classes
turned in first-quarter portfolios. Honors students were more receptive, she
says. Only four of 28 students didn’t
hand them in.
Freshmen were more willing than
sophomores to do portfolios because
they were new to high school and didn’t
know what to expect, Murphy says. “The
sophomores were more resistant,” she
says. “For those that did do it, it was
worth the time,” she adds. “It gets them
to reflect on their work.”
Murphy keeps boxes with folders of
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student work in the back of her classroom. Students select two or three
pieces of work to put in their portfolios,
along with narrative reflections on each
piece, an essay on what they’ve learned
that quarter and a cover letter. Portfolios
will count for 20 percent of the students’
semester grades.
“Education is changing,” Murphy
notes. “There are many ways of assessing
[students’] progress. There should be a
balance in the way we assess students,
and testing should be just one part of
that.”
Team leader Bean says she expects
more students to turn in portfolios for
the second quarter. “We’ve been passing
out [portfolio binders] for the next quarter,” she says, “and the kids couldn’t get
them fast enough. This time, they wanted to get them. They liked doing it and
took pride in them.”

Monday, Jan. 28
Cracking the whip
Spivey gathers his staff in the Media
Center at noon today before they are
scheduled to split up for staff development. He delivers a stern lecture.
He reminds them of the staff development session held last June at the Museum of Science and Industry. Everyone
participated, including janitorial and
cafeteria staff, in the workshop to create

authentic lessons using museum
exhibits.
Despite initial complaints from
some staffers, “it was the best staff
development in a long time, involving
the whole school community,” Spivey
says.
Then he targets those who have not
fully bought into Corliss’ new initiatives. Visiting colleagues’ classrooms to
observe is a requirement, not an option,
he exhorts. Attending staff development
on your own is required. Communicating with parents is required. Making
use of new computer labs and other
technology is required.
“We have a common vision for something great here at Corliss,” he says.
“This train is rolling, and either you’re
on it or you’re not.”
Later, Spivey confides that the lecture was intended to jump-start several
teachers who have had trouble finding
time to meet and create common lesson
plans. “They needed a reminder about
what’s expected,” he says.

The freshman and sophomore teachers
attend a staff development today, this
time led by Corliss’ second external partner. Patricia Buckney runs her own educational consulting business and worked
with Corliss last year. This afternoon,
she is presenting her analysis of Corliss’
test scores and failure rates from last
winter.
“Instruction should be data driven,”
she says as she distributes data and her
report. “This will help us design instruction for this year.”
On an overhead projector, Buckney
walks through Corliss’ test score history
for the last decade. A low of 10.8 percent
of students met reading requirements in
1994; a high of 24.8 percent met them in
2000.
“If you were consistent in how you
were teaching here, this wouldn’t fluctuate like this,” she says. [Editor’s note:
High school test scores have gone up
throughout the city; researchers credit
the higher scores of entering freshmen.]
Next, she points out the differences
in TAP results by classroom. The two
teachers whose classes posted the highest TAP reading scores last year have left
Corliss, she says. Buckney has also analyzed what types of TAP questions the
students are likely to miss, and the grade
distributions by

subject. Last year, for instance, science teachers failed more students than
teachers in other subjects. Sixty-six percent of science students got D’s or F’s.
“Why did you fail more kids than
anyone else in the school?” Buckney
asks them. “You need to examine this.”
Six of Corliss’ eight science teachers
are new to the school this year. Looking
for ways to improve on last year’s work,
the teachers’ discussion turns to students’ low reading level and their lack of
motivation.
“What do I do when I have to keep
going back because they don’t understand it?” a chemistry teacher asks. “I
can’t cover everything I have to for the
CASE exam.”
Then, science teachers commiserate
about last week’s CASE. Students were
filling in answers without reading the
questions, they say. One teacher says
students got frustrated early on and gave
up on the rest of the multiple-choice
questions. Many also had trouble with
open-ended, or constructed response,
questions. One teacher says only three of
his students passed the constructed
response section.
All the science teachers agree that
students need more practice writing.
For next semester, they agree to increase
the number of writing assignments and
include more open-ended questions in
quizzes.
Several times, the teachers revisit
student motivation. “I go home at night
and spend hours trying to think of anything I can to motivate them,” says one
frustrated science teacher.
Ron Martin, at Corliss two years and
a science teacher for 31, says “D syndrome” afflicts many students. “If they
can get by with a D, that’s fine with
them,” he says. “It bothers me because
when they go out into society, that attitude isn’t going to cut it. [But] it’s a hard
attitude to change.”
Buckney points to a chart. “The way
you motivate them is to use this flow
chart,” she says. The chart identifies
skills students need to learn before reading a passage, such as making predictions and comparisons, and what they
should do after reading it, such as drawing conclusions and evaluating.
“Your job is to find some way to connect what you’re teaching to some experience they’ve had. If you’re teaching
about the rain forest, well, they’ve been
in the rain.”
Teachers don’t sound convinced. “If I

have students who will not or can not
work, why is it my fault?” one science
teacher asks.
“Motivation is your responsibility,”
Buckney responds.
Several days later, at least one teacher
reports some success using Buckney’s
reading strategies. Martin says he talked
about students’ prior experiences with a
new science topic before they read an
article about it. “It was useful,” he says.
“It built some interest.”

Tuesday, Feb. 5
Getting inside students’ heads
Corliss’ proposal to the Fry Foundation
includes expanding a project-based
math curriculum schoolwide in two
years. Interactive Math requires students to use algebra, geometry and basic
math skills to solve real-life problems.
Math teacher Paula Murphy learned how
to teach the curriculum five years ago
and, until this fall, was the only teacher
at Corliss using it. Now all freshmen are
using the program’s textbook, and when
they become sophomores next year, they
will continue following the curriculum.
“Mr. Spivey decided that this math
program fit in well with his plan,” says
Murphy, a Corliss teacher for 17 years.
“It does fit in well with authentic pedagogy.”
Murphy’s fifth-period freshmen are
starting a new unit today called “The
Overland Trail.” It will last nearly six
weeks and will have them taking a virtual trip to California as pioneers.
She tells them they’ll be making decisions on things such as what to take on
the journey, “and if you make bad decisions, your family might die.”
Using one of Buckney’s reading
strategies, Murphy begins the lesson by
asking students what the Overland Trail
makes them think about. They shout
their answers: Travel! Hiking! Horses
and carriages!
She picks their brains about how and
why pioneers traveled west. Most students appear engaged. Then, they read a
short textbook passage about a pioneer
woman’s journey. Their homework
assignment is to write a couple of paragraphs comparing her journey to a modern trip, such as Cubans traveling by raft
to America or a personal journey to a
new home.
No math has been done today, but
Murphy says the unit will cover a range
of algebra, geometry and problem-solv-

“This train is rolling,
and either you’re on
it or you’re not.”
Anthony Spivey, Corliss principal
ing skills in a real-life way.
“I’m convinced students only learn
what they develop and internalize themselves,” says Murphy. “That’s part of the
problem when teachers say, ‘I taught
that, and they don’t know it.’ With Interactive Math, there’s more ownership.
You find the skills you need to solve a
problem, instead of learning a bunch of
skills and trying to find problems those
skills will work on.”

In his office this afternoon, Spivey is
reflecting on Corliss’ efforts to improve
instruction. Perhaps he’s trying to do
too much too quickly, he wonders. The
school’s proposal to Fry says the new
programs will be in place schoolwide in
two to three years. But now he’s considering revising those expansion plans to
roll out the new initiatives more slowly.
“We made a mistake, and it’s my
fault,” Spivey says. “When I see a problem, I want to go tackle it head on. Now,
I wish we’d started with the freshmen
only.”
This year, Corliss has been “an educational shock for many of our students,”
he adds. “The quality of instruction in
the elementary schools hasn’t prepared
them for this type of instruction. This is
going to take time.”
Corliss’ first-semester failure rate for
freshmen and sophomores is up from a
year ago, Spivey says. But that is a reflection of the higher-level work they are
expected to do, he adds. He believes that
the failure rate will continue to rise as
students develop better critical thinking
skills and work habits. “An A here isn’t
the same as an A at the top schools,” he
says, “and we’re trying to close that gap.”
Math teacher Murphy agrees that an
extra couple of years would help the
school cultivate improved instruction
practices and give students time to
adjust to more rigorous coursework. “It
has been a problem in the past that the
board expects things to happen too
quickly,” she says. “Change is never
quick and easy.”
CATALYST CHICAGO/March 2002
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Ms. Barry’s classroorm library
sets the pace for CPS
by Catrin Einhorn

A
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few minutes before the final
bell, Alberto Garcia stands by a
book tree in his 1st-grade
classroom, hurriedly riffling
through books of all shapes and sizes.
His face is solemn, his eyes intent. Suddenly he grabs a book about sharks and
breaks into a smile. “Cool, look at this
shark book!” he exclaims.
But his satisfaction is short-lived.
“You took that two times,” classmate
Amanda Maynez accuses.
“You want it?” Alberto asks earnestly.
“Yeah,” she says, and he gives it to
her. Book in hand, she returns happily to
her seat, and Alberto goes off in search of
another. He has lots of choices.
Stacked in book trees, spread in wicker baskets and plastic crates, standing on
tables and easels, more than 1,000 books
sprawl across the west wall of his classroom, Room 104 in Jungman Elementary in Pilsen. Facing the door, the
enormous classroom library calls to all
who enter.
The placement is deliberate. “The
library is the focus of my room,” says
teacher Anne Barry, who began assembling it a decade ago. “The room is set up
to make the books welcoming.”
Barry’s library offers a model for
those being set up in kindergarten and
primary-grade classrooms across the
city under a new Chicago Public School
reading initiative. To get kids hooked on
books, the School Board has allocated
more than $3 million—$500 for each of
6,500 classrooms—for classroom
libraries. It has organized mandatory
workshops for school librarians on how
to select titles and how to put together

Melissa Martinez, 6, chooses a book from Ms. Barry’s classroom fiction book tree before she goes
home. There are 300 books in each tree, which are part of a classroom library of over 1,000 books.

and manage classroom libraries. Workshop participants, in turn, have held
mandatory two-hour training sessions
for the teachers receiving the books.
Barry’s personal advice is to include a
wide variety of genres and levels of difficulty, to allow students to choose books
themselves and to provide time for children to listen to teacher-selected books
in “read aloud” sessions. Using these
strategies, Barry has woven her library
into her reading instruction, making it
an integral part of her literacy program.
It is the beginning of December, and
Barry has just changed the library’s
décor, replacing a fall table arrangement
with a Christmas tree poster mounted
above books like “Too Many Tamales”
and “Kwanza: An African American Holiday.” Varying the library’s look and

showcasing seasonal titles are two ways
Barry tempts students to read.
She also enlists a wide variety of genres and reading levels, both to respect
students’ interests and to challenge
them. “You really need a well-rounded
school library,” she explains. “It can’t be
all narrative.”
“Gimmicky” books, those with flaps,
pouches and other interactive novelties,
and joke books also are in the mix—and
highly popular, she says.
Allowing students to choose for
themselves also fosters enthusiasm.
“They beg [to choose],” she says.
Barry monitors her students’ choices;
if she sees a student consistently borrowing books that are too difficult or too
easy, she gently encourages more appropriate choices. But she also allows chil-

Going home with
“The Gingerbread Baby”
by Catrin Einhorn

T

and vocal timbre demand the children’s
attention. And she adds to the suspense—and engages young minds—by
pausing to ask questions.

oday a newcomer takes the floor
in Anne Barry’s classroom. “The
Gingerbread Baby,” by author
and illustrator Jan Brett, is a
beautifully illustrated book that puts a
twist on the classic story of the gingerbread man who jumps out of the oven
and runs away. Although the book
arrived several months ago, Barry waited
until the holiday season to present it to
her students.
The 18 1st-graders in attendance settle into chairs they’ve pulled into the
classroom library. Barry takes a seat on a
desk, facing them, and holds up “The
Gingerbread Baby.”
Being chosen for “read aloud” in
Room 104 at Jungman Elementary
School is a little like winning a Pulitzer
Prize: A book’s got to be good to get it,
and getting it brings an avalanche of
readers. Barry chose “The Gingerbread
Baby” for its challenging vocabulary,
masterful illustrations and well-told
story. She’s sure it will be a hit.
“The gingerbread boy!” the children
call out, recognizing the picture on the
cover. Teacher and students read the
title together, and Barry begins the
story. Her dramatic facial expressions

Barry encourages student interjections as part of her teaching strategy.
“It…has to be extremely interactive; I
share my authority and let them talk,”
she explains. “Then lots happens, and
sometimes it’s comments student-tostudent. I’m not the director, I’m a facilitator.” She says that the boys, for whom
extended focus is often harder, especially benefit from the interactive component.
Throughout the story, Barry pauses
to explain difficult words and to ask for

dren the enjoyment of fluidly reading
something on the easy side.
Habit ensures that the books get
returned. Every afternoon, 15 minutes
or so before the final bell, Barry’s 20 students fan out over the library to choose
a book to take home. The next morning,
each child places his book on his desk as
Barry takes attendance; that way, she
needs only to glance around the room to
see if any child has left a book at home.
At first, Barry keeps track of which book
goes home with which student, but the
need for record keeping soon disappears.
“We’re at the point where I don’t even

write the book down, they just put it on
their desks,” Barry says. “They’re really
good at it because it’s a high expectation.
They’re a well-oiled machine.”
Children have so much contact with
the library—at least an hour a day—that
it doesn’t take long for them to become
familiar with its organization, which
groups books both by theme and by
genre. Each morning, they immediately
hone in on where their returning books
belong.
Barry cites “read aloud” as her most
important tool. “How else can you entice
kids to read?” she asks. “It’s one of the

Threatened by a goat, the gingerbread baby finds himself in a
bind. “How many think he’ll get
caught?” Barry asks. “[Let’s see a]
show of hands.”
Several hands shoot up.
When the gingerbread baby
escapes, Darion Newell cannot
contain his approval. “Cool!” he
exclaims.
The gingerbread baby is fast,
and Juan Infante identifies with his
speed. “That’s how I am,” he
announces.

quick predictions.
When the gingerbread baby is
trapped, the students excitedly
debate how he will extricate himself.
“He can get on the roof!” one
offers.
“No, he can run straight!” counters another.
When the gingerbread baby finally
shows up dancing in the gingerbread
house, Jaylen Brown starts to sway in his
seat, chanting “Party, party!”
“Shhh!” scolds Joshua Reynolds,
straining forward in his seat to hear the
last lines of the story.
As Barry closes the book, Juan realizes that there will be fierce competition
to take the book home. “We gotta pick
names,” he says seriously.

At home with Jaylen
The next day, Jaylen Brown, a big boy
with a gentle demeanor, gets to take the
book the home. As usual, he and his
cousin and classmate Darion stop first at
the home of their grandmother, a lovSee GINGERBREAD page 23

biggest ways you can get them to use a
library and whet their appetite to read
many books [of] different genres.” Students often ignore a book until she reads
it out loud, she says.
A CPS teacher for 29 years, Barry first
brought in books from the school
library, but the students were not
allowed to take them home. As grant
money came through over the years, she
was able to purchase her own books.
The children let her know when her
library is working. “I … heard today, ‘I
love to read. Boy, I love reading!’” says
Barry. “That’s my goal.”
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Teacher Anne Barry unveils a new book called "The Gingerbread
Baby" to a rapt class of first graders. In the back row from left,
Melissa Martinez and Jaylen Brown, center, would take the book
home to read a few days later.
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ingly stern taskmaster.
“Grandma’s hard on homework.
Grandma’s really hard on homework,”
says Lenora Johnson, 61, referring to
herself.
Jaylen and Darion first pull out reading and math worksheets; Johnson
checks answers as they progress. Next,
she tells them to take out their library
books.
“Who is it by?” Johnson asks Jaylen as
he places “The Gingerbread Baby” on the
table. “You might not be able to read it,
but point.” Jaylen succeeds in reading
“Jan” but falters on the last name. “Okay,
come on. Let’s try to break this down,”
Grandma encourages.
Jaylen knows the simple words but
struggles with those that are more complex. When he stops at a word, Grandma
gives clues (“Something you eat cereal
out of”) or helps him sound out the letters (“Come on with an ‘S,’ sssssssssss!”).
She also encourages him to look at the
pictures for clues. When he doesn’t
know a word that Johnson thinks he
should know, she has him add it to a
practice list in his notebook. Later, he
will write it out five times.
The book’s text, dense and difficult
for most 1st-graders, makes reading
slow going, but Johnson patiently helps
Jaylen through the first two pages, pausing after the first with questions about
how the gingerbread baby came to be.
They work on the book for about 15
minutes, absorbed in their effort as Darion looks on and occasionally mouths a
smug answer. Johnson rewards Jaylen by
reading the book right back to him.
“One day Grandma’s gonna make
some gingerbread,” she tells him, as she
closes the book.
Johnson, who grew up in Chicago,
says a lot of the books Jaylen brings
home are new to her. “I’m going
through a lot of books I would have liked
to have read when I was as small as
them.”

At home with Melissa
Two days later, Melissa Martinez, a tall
girl whose open face regularly collapses
into giggles, takes “The Gingerbread

Baby” home. At Melissa’s, the book pays
a laid-back visit, hanging out on the
couch and floor with the kids and toys.
After changing clothes, Melissa plops
on the couch and half-watches TV for a
few minutes before opening her backpack and taking out “The Gingerbread
Baby.” Starting at the back, she studies
the flap on the final page, which opens to
show our hero dancing in the gingerbread house. She then pages backwards
to the beginning. Although she does not
read the text, she peruses each page.
Her babysitter, a teenaged aunt, flips
channels in the background and then
decides to watch the end of “Bring it
On.” Melissa looks back and forth from
the book to the cavorting cheerleaders
on screen; eventually the cheerleaders
win out. As the movie finishes, Melissa
briefly pages through “The Gingerbread
Baby” again, but quickly puts it down.
Jesus Mejia, Melissa’s dad, walks in at
about 5, and her mom, Imelda Martinez,
arrives about a half hour later. The family speaks both English and Spanish at
home.
Melissa brings her backpack to the
kitchen table and takes out her homework. Martinez helps Melissa with her
reading and math worksheets, although
she notes that Melissa often finishes her
homework before she gets home. Martinez says she helps Melissa with reading
about twice a week.
Melissa says she prefers math to reading. “Sometimes I do like the book, but I
don’t read it ‘cause I get bored,” she says.
She says that twice a week she reads the
library books she brings home.
Although Melissa doesn’t read “The
Gingerbread Baby” again that night, she
says it is one of her favorite library
books. What she likes best, she says, is
the flap.

At home with Joshua
“I just want to eat this book,” announces
Joshua Reynolds, contemplating “The
Gingerbread Baby” through the Ziploc
bag meant to protect it from the ravages
of 1st-grade backpacks. An energetic boy
with dark, shining eyes, he is sitting at
his school desk waiting to be dismissed.
After the bell, Joshua goes first to
nearby Dvorak Park, where he participates in a daily after-school program.
During the three hours he spends there,

he completes his reading and math
worksheets, plays board games, romps
on gymnastic mattresses, gets into a
fight with his best friend, tears through
a grueling round of tag and builds block
towers. “The Gingerbread Baby” stays in
his backpack.
Joshua struggles with reading, but
books fascinate him. “I never read Mrs.
Barry’s books,” he says, “ ‘cause reading
is hard.” Yet on the way home from Dvorak Park, he chatters non-stop about an
owl book he loves, about “owls having
babies and owls giving food to their kids
and owls giving them frogs, and owls
giving them worms and owls taking care
of each other.”
Rosa Ramirez and her daughter,
Veronica, who care for Joshua until his
father arrives from work, say Joshua
reads only occasionally. Tonight,
though, he takes “The Gingerbread
Baby” out of his backpack. “I can’t wait
to taste those gingerbreads!” Joshua
remarks, remembering Barry’s promise
to bring gingerbread to class.
At first he quickly pages through the
book, but soon he slows down to “read,”
or tell the story in his own words. The
pictures provide clues, but he remembers the story impressively, invoking
plot-driven drama and whimsical detail
in his telling. Engrossed, he “reads” the
whole book, oblivious to the loud sitcom
on the big TV just to his left.
“That’s a good book,” he declares,
closing it. Then he lays it down and rests
his head on it. “I got tired,” he says
sleepily.
Joshua perks up again when his dad,
Darren Reynolds, arrives, and he insists
on “reading” the book to him, too. Mimicking Barry’s storytelling, he pauses to
ask Reynolds, “OK, what you think he’s
doing?” He turns to the reporter with a
stern look. “Do NOT tell him!” he warns.
But if Joshua doesn’t yet read well,
Barry has nevertheless succeeded in
instilling a desire for books. “My friend
Roberto, he always takes the shark book,
and he ripped it,” Joshua comments late
that evening. “And I was like, ‘Man, I
wanted that!’”

Indeed, over the next several weeks,
“The Gingerbread Baby” goes home with
every other classmate. It was so popular,
that students had to draw names until
the end.
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AT CLARK STREET Keith Bromery,
director of CPS communications,
announced he will leave the post effective
March 1 but has not yet said where he is
going, He was hired as board’s chief
spokesman in March 2000 and was previously manager of media relations at
Ameritech. Joi Mecks, deputy director of
communications, will handle Bromery’s
duties until a replacement is named. …
Pamela Dyson, former King High principal, was named director of elementary
school reviews, a new post that reports to
Chief Education Officer Barbara EasonWatkins. Dyson will oversee the rollout of
the board’s new reading initiative.
Sandra Givens, director of teacher
accountability, has retired. A replacement
has not been named. …Also retired is
Geraldine Oberman, director of compliance in the Office of Accountability. She is
succeeded by Janet Elenbogen, who previously was in charge of internal quality
reviews.
Brandi Turco has been named chief
of staff to the Board of Education. Turco,
previously a senior assistant, replaces
James Wright, who resigned and went to

work in a private law practice. Greg Minniefield was appointed deputy chief of
staff to the board, a new post. … Another
senior assistant, Jorge Oclander, was
named executive director of the Academic
Accountability Council. He replaces Tami
Doig.
LAWSUIT The board filed a lawsuit Feb.
15 to compel the state to contribute more
money to the Chicago teachers pension
fund. Under current state law, contributions to pension funds for downstate and
suburban teachers are paid through the
Teachers Retirement System; Chicago
teacher pensions are paid out of a separate
fund. Officials of the board and the Chicago Teachers Union contend that the system shortchanges CPS teachers.
PRINCIPALS Two acting principals have
been awarded four-year contracts. They are
Yvonne Calhoun, Hoyne, and Patricia
Vaughn-Dossiea, Chalmers. … Gregory C.
Wiley, a teacher at Lawndale, is now contract principal at Cather. … John Butterfield, principal at Mather, has had his
contract renewed. … Linda Coles, previ-

GOINGS

ously principal at Keller Regional Gifted
Center, was named acting principal of
King High School, replacing Pamela
Dyson. (see above) ... Adrian G. Willis was
named interim principal at Keller.
PRINICPAL RETIREMENTS Frank Blatnick, Yates; Harry Randall, assistant
principal, was named acting principal. …
Beverly LaCoste, Wells Prep and
Phillips; LaCoste will remain as acting
principal at both schools until June.
LSC ELECTIONS April 3 is the deadline
for parents, teachers and community residents to sign up to run for a seat on a
LSC. Candidates may register at schools
through the LSC election coordinator;
elections will be held May 1 and 2. …LSCs
using PENCUL to select a principal may
now apply for matching grants up to $600.
PENCUL and the Chicago School Leadership Cooperative teamed up to offer the
grants to match $200 that LSCs would put
up themselves. For more information,
contact the Cooperative at (312) 499-4800
or PENCUL at (312) 261-3183.
Leah Kerkman

No Child Left Behind
Don’t miss a symposium on the new federal education law
March 26, 2002 - For details, see www.catalyst-chicago.org
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